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Sanyog Gupta Voyages 
Luxury Destination Management Company

As we have evolved as a company, we have come to 
realise that our love lies not in booking tour packages, but 
in showcasing the unique experiences across the nations 
we serve. We realised that there are many secret corners 
of our world, rare moments, mysteries and stories. 

Our company owned by a family, but run professionally. 
We have hierarchical systems which are driven by our 
core family values. We have come to understand we do 
not want to be the largest company globally. We have 
never tried to be the richest or the most influential. I say, 
we just want to be the bestest in what we do. 

We are a family tradition for over three decades that have 
been highlighting this part of the planet. All over Indian 
sub-continent, we have grown to become a popular, 
valued and autonomous DMC providing the finest cultural 
experiences, personal immersions and natural wonders. 
We are here to build stories for our clients, tales of love, 
of wonderful excitement. We are proud of our past and its 
legacy. 

‘We are real voyagers and love varying voyager’s life!’

THE LUXURY TRAVEL EXPERTS. 
YESTERDAY, TODAY, ALWAYS. 

Sanyog Gupta Voyages brings to you finest luxury 
holidays in Turkey and Asia. Indulge your passion, arrive 
in a private jet, travel in a limousine or a yatch, the 
Opulent Routes Concierge services will weave magic in 
your holiday experience. 

www.sanyog.travel

Sanyog Gupta 
President - Sales & Marketing

THIS IS THE TIME 
THIS IS THE PLACE 
THIS IS MOROCCO
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MOROCCO
Imagine a day like this: You climb onto a camel, sway into a Moroccan 
desert to watch the sun set, and then settle into a Berber encampment 
to eat and dance around the campfire before nodding off in a luxury 
tent. Anywhere but Morocco, that would be hard to beat.

An intoxicating fusion of vibrant medinas, 
breathtaking mountains and an awe-
inspiring desert. Morocco’s blend of diverse 
cultures and landscapes is as romantic as 
it is compelling.  

A gateway to Africa from Europe, it is 
where ancient Berber, Roman, Arab, 
Spanish and French history meet and mix 
to create something uniquely alluring. 

The Mediterranean and Atlantic coastline is 
dotted with vibrant cosmopolitan port cities 
such as Casablanca, Tangier and the 
capital, Rabat, along with laid-back fishing 
towns such as bohemian Essaouira, 
Oualidia, Asilah and Agadir with their long 
beaches cooled by ocean winds. 

A night out under the stars here is a real 
privilege. 

IT ALL STARTS WITH 
SSALAM LEKUM
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Amanjena - Marrakech 
Inspired by the rose-hued buildings of old 
Marrakech, palatial Amanjena lies just outside the 
fabled Red City. Shady courtyards with petal-
strewn fountains lead to the central bassin that 
nourishes the gardens in which spacious 
standalone guest pavilions rest, many with 
private pools.  

Views over Amelkis Golf Course extend to the 
High Atlas Mountains on the horizon. 

Four Seasons Hotels 
Perfectly situated between the city’s ancient 
medina and the cosmopolitan neighbourhoods of 
the Ville Nouvelle, Four Seasons Resort 
Marrakech welcomes you with a blissful retreat – 
16 hectares (40 acres) filled with Moorish 
gardens and refreshing pools. Here, traditional 
values and contemporary comforts unite. 
Experience true relaxation at our Moroccan spa, 
let the kids play in their very own kasbah, and 
take in views of the Atlas Mountains from your 
private terrace.

The Oberoi Marrakech 
The Oberoi, Marrakech is located within twenty-
eight acres of Mediterranean orchards with 
fragrant citrus trees and centuries old olive 
groves. Our five star hotel in Marrakech has 
beautifully landscaped gardens punctuated by 
water features. Its authentic architecture is 
inspired by palaces of ancient Morocco. The 
courtyard of the main building incorporates the 
design of the historic Medersa Ben Youssef, built 
in the 14th century; one of Marrakech’s most 
famous historic monuments.

Palais Faraz - Fes 
Refined traditions and elegant art of living, 
stunning architecture, impressive craftsmanship 
and an outstanding view on the millennial medina 
of Fez await you. 

Incorporating the most luxurious décor elements 
in an authentic nineteenth century palace, 
extensively renovated with love and obsession. 
Palais Faraj is where guests step into the secret 
and sumptuous history of the most fascinating 
city in the Kingdom of Morocco.
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La Mamounia - Marrakech 
The journey begins in the corridors of La 
Mamounia, which magically reproduce the 
Medina’s narrow streets. 

True to its unique identity and fuelled by a strong 
culture of luxury and service, La Mamounia has 
consistently renewed itself with elegance and 
grace.

Story Rabat Hotel 
STORY Rabat is a luxury boutique hotel located 
in the embassy district of Rabat. Inspired by the 
life and art of historic influencer Zyriab, the 
interiors at STORY Rabat are breathtaking and 
pay tribute to his beautiful vision. Home to 27 
rooms, 10 suites and 1 private villa, the hotel 
offers an array of other services to ensure that 
every experience is truly a memorable one. 

Jnane Tamsna - Marrakech 
Jnane Tamsna blends Meryanne Loum-Martin’s 
splendid interior design and Gary Martin’s serene 
nine-acre garden.  

Integrating 5 houses, 5 pools and a tennis court, 
this unique boutique hotel offers 24 individual 
rooms, private villa rentals and full exclusivity for 
events.

Banyan Tree Tamouda Bay 
Come to the northern coast of Morocco and 
experience our stunning beach retreat in 
Tamouda Bay. This exclusive all-pool villa resort 
blends romance with exotic Moroccan charm, 
and provides complete relaxation with its 
understated Mediterranean vibe. The stylish and 
spacious villas in Tamouday Bay offers a 
peaceful haven for couples, families and friends 
travelling together.
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Sofitel Agadir Royal Bay 
Sofitel Agadir Royal Bay Resort is a luxurious 5-
star hotel conveniently located near the centre of 
Agadir.  

Room facilities include climate control, clock 
radio, direct-dial phone and in-room safe. Other 
room amenities include blackout drapes/curtains, 
desk and minibar.  

Dining facilities at Sofitel Agadir Royal Bay 
Resort include a restaurant and a cafeteria. 
Breakfast is available - a surcharge will apply. 

Grace Marrakech 
A luxury accommodation in Daoudiate district of 
Marrakesh. La Palmeraie is 4.3 km from the 
venue, and Mellah is less than 2.2 km away. The 
hotel is set 5 minutes from Gare Routière - Bab 
Doukkala bus stop, providing connection to 
Bazaar Cafe. Bahia Palace is also located near 
the property. There are Riad Kniza Restaurant 
and Restaurant of La Maison Arabe within a 5-
minute walk off the venue.It is 20 minutes' walk 
from Marrakesh train station.

Palais Namaskar - Marrakech 
The 41 keys of the different categories, rooms, 
suites, villas, palaces of Palais Namaskar are set 
along meandering waterways throughout this 
beautiful luxury resort in Marrakech.  

They are designed for getaways combining a 
deep relaxation with the greatest comfort. All the 
Deluxe rooms and suites include plunge pool or 
pool and all of the villas have private pools.

Mandarin Oriental Marrakech 
Lying in 20 hectares of fragrant gardens and olive 
groves, Mandarin Oriental, Marrakech is a five-
star luxury resort only minutes from the city 
centre.  

With excellent facilities and world-class dining, 
we offer the ultimate Moroccan escape.
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Dar Ayniwen - Marrakech 
The Dar Ayniwen, with its superb location in the 
heart of the palm grove of Marrakech, and just a 
short drive from the historic city centre, offers an 
array of leisure and outdoor activities.  

To help you make the most of your stay we 
provide a free chauffeur-driven car service 
through the Palmeraie and to the Medina.

The Pearl Marrakech 
The Pearl Marrakech’s interior architecture was 
conceived by world-famous designer Jacques 
Garcia. It is a subtle blend of ancestral Moroccan 
craftsmanship and contemporary touches with a 
given priority to open spaces. 

The resulting atmosphere is both warm and 
sleek, reflecting the rich colours of Moroccan 
interiors.

Riad Fes - Relais & Châteaux 
Riad Fès is renowned for its luxury, impeccable 
service and fine restaurant. Restored to its 
original glory, Riad Fès - Relais & Châteaux is 
located in the heart of the ancient city of Fez.  

It has succeeded in combining refinement with 
inspiration and invites you to relax and enjoy your 
stay in a serene atmosphere with decor 
reminiscent of Arabian Nights. 

Fairmont Royal Palm Marrakech 
The hotel is certainly the promise of a wonderful 
escape, boasting 134 opulent guest rooms, 
suites & villas overlooking landscaped gardens, 
the Atlas Mountains and the 18-hole Golf Course 
designed by Cabell B. Robinson. Indulge in one 
of our 6 eclectic restaurants and bars offering 
local and international cuisine, a 2,000 sqm pool, 
a Fitness Centre, a 3,500 sqm Spa offering the 
ultimate sensorial experience and an enchanting 
500 sqm Kids' Club, considered the largest in 
Morocco.
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Ksar Char-Bagh - Marrakech 
A stunning Moorish palace in a Marrakech palm 
grove. This 14th century regal Riad makes a 
powerful first impression. 

Framed by Romanesque arches with an 
irresistible stretch of palm-lined pool leading to 
the main building, it’s easy to picture the ornate 
palace Ksar Char-Bagh once was.  

Every inch still oozes Ottoman opulence and 
Moorish style and today it welcomes modern 
travellers to relax in refined comfort.

Es Saadi Marrakech Resort 
The Es Saadi Marrakech Resort is located 2 
hours by plane from the main capitals of Europe.  

Not far from the bustling Medina steeped in 
history, in the quiet Hivernage district and the 
silence of lush greenery, the Resort reconciles 
proximity to the beating heart of the city and the 
serenity of an isolated setting.

Sofitel Casablanca Blanche 
In the economic capital, close to the Medina, 
overlooking the White City, experience art, culture 
and fashion. With a contemporary, luxurious 
interior and oriental touches, Sofitel Casablanca 
has 141 rooms and 30 panoramic suites.  

The elegant bar highlights mixology and the 
brasserie, exclusive Moroccan-Lebanese 
restaurant and spa with indoor swimming pool 
will create a unique indulgent experience.

Palmeraie Palace Marrakech 
Set amid lush landscaped gardens and blue 
pools in a serene oasis, the Palmeraie Palace, 
managed by Rotana, promises a luxurious and 
memorable stay in Marrakech.  

With swaying palms and Moorish architecture, 
this legendary five-star property in a secluded 
location just north of the city, is the place to 
experience Moroccan charm at its best.  
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Kasbah Agafay - Marrakech 
Kasbah Agafay Hotel & Spa offers a traditional 
accommodation with a free private car park, a 
patio and a swimming pool as well as luxury 
rooms. The venue opened its doors in 2001.  

Guests can swim in an outdoor swimming pool, 
while the hotel provides garden views. 

Golf Club Assoufid is a 10-minute drive, and 
Quad&co Maroc is a 30-minute drive away. This 
property is located near Atlas Mountains. 

Mazagan Beach Resort - Casablanca 
Mazagan Beach & Golf Resort is located 20 
minutes from El Jadida, on the stunning 
Moroccan coastline. 

Soak up the sun at an alfresco eatery, indulge in 
a fine dining experience at one of our stylish 
restaurants, or relax with family and friends at an 
all-you-can-eat buffet, all conveniently located in 
our stunning resort. 

Palais Amani - Fes 
Palais Amani is a family-run, 18-room property, 
housed in the former home of one of Fez’s most 
prominent families.  

We pride ourselves on being the local choice: we 
work exclusively with local staff, ingredients and 
products so that we can give back to the 
community of Fez.

Selman Marrakech 
At the foot of the Atlas Mountains, stands an 
elegant palace with a unique atmosphere: 
Selman Marrakech. Travellers from all over the 
world enjoy the warmth and cosiness of this 
luxurious and intimate family estate.  

The luxurious design brought in by Jacques 
Garcia’s unique talent, along with the typically 
local architecture perfectly reflect the soul of the 
Ochre city and the Moroccan art of living. 
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Royal Mansour - Marrakech 
The Royal Mansour is one of those rare places in 
the world that defy the codes of hotel excellence 

A few steps from the mythical Jemaa El Fna 
square beats the heart of the prestigious palace 
of Marrakech which reveals to the traveler its 
unique concept of medina in the medina. Each 
space is here thought of as a journey of the 
senses which intuitively seduces. Step into the 
secret and sumptuous history of one of the most 
beautiful hotels in the world.

Palais Sheherazade and Spa - Fes 
Somptuous arabo-andalousian palace built by the 
moroccan Vizir of finance in the XIXth century as 
his main residence, this luxury hotel in Fez have 
been awarded by the American Academy of 
Hospitality Sciences for its excellence. 

A grand patio, open to the sky, embodies the 
ages-old traditional decoration that represents 
the essence of Morocco.

Sofitel Marrakech Lounge and Spa 
The contemporary 5-star Sofitel Marrakech 
Lounge and Spa is a quiet, sumptuous space in 
the middle of a gorgeous garden overlooking the 
Atlas Mountains. Rejuvenate body and mind in 
this luxurious haven just steps from the Medina. 
Offering comfortable rooms and spacious suites, 
this beautiful property promises moments of 
relaxation in the outdoor pools, spa, fitness room, 
gourmet restaurants and bars.

Hôtel & Ryads Barrière Le Naoura 
Admire mineral and plant, ebony and ivory, 
terraces and sublime views over a garden 
adorned with palm trees.  

The bright, welcoming interior design by Pascal 
Desprez blends perfectly with the ochre hotel 
walls. Enjoy a modular lounge, a king size bed 
and a Spa for relaxation. 
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Hyatt Regency Casablanca 
Located between the art deco facades and the 
Old Medina, Hyatt Regency Casablanca invites 
you to a 2.0 experience with its brasserie Le Café 
M, the Dar Beida and live shows, the Bar with 
incredible cocktails, and finally—the breathtaking 
views of Casablanca! Savor views of United 
Nations Square, the Atlantic Ocean, and the 
Hassan II Mosque from the spacious guestrooms 
and suites at Hyatt Regency Casablanca. 
Upgrade your experience by staying in a 
Regency Club room or elegant suite, and enjoy 
access to the Regency Club lounge. 

Le Casablanca Hotel 
Located in one of the residential and green areas 
of the city of Casablanca, 5 minutes from the 
business center, the corniche and the royal golf 
course, Casablanca Hotel is the essence of this 
destination. With an uncluttered architecture 
reminiscent of the beautiful Art Deco period, and 
an exceptional garden planted in the city center, it 
asserts its imprint of an Urbain Resort with its 
cozy elegance. 

Sheraton Casablanca Hotel 
Come together with everything you need to 
escape and explore the White City, Casablanca. 
Ideally located, in the heart of the City, at only 35 
minutes away from the Mohamed V International 
airport (CMN) and walking distance to the Old 
Medina, Central Market, Art Deco buildings and 
all facilities from train stations, restaurants to mall 
center, making Sheraton Casablanca Hotel & 
Towers as the perfect jumping-off point for joining 
your business or exploring the City.

Gray Boutique Hotel Casablanca 
In the heart of the Golden Triangle, one of the 
most chic districts of Casablanca, the GRAY 
boutique hotel & spa has chosen to take its place 
in the midst of international brands of great 
renown in the world of fashion, jewelry and 
design.  

Enjoy our luxurious selection of organic and 
natural products through a wide selection of 
treatments like the aromas and flowers japanese 
bath, to the 2-day sources of energy ritual.
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CHEFCHAOUEN
Built on a mountainside, Chefchaouen is a city 
with a special vibes. It unique charm gives an 
impression of unreality. With its blue-rinsed 
houses, the whole city seems to be bathed in 
azure. You walk around as if you were in a 
dream. 

More than just an ornament, the beautiful 
Chefchaouen brims with attractions. Its heritage 
is rich. The inescapable Medina with its famous 
narrow winding alleys, is an opportunity to mingle 
with the local population, and to smell and taste 
delights: from freshly baked bread, to skillfully 
prepared tagines. There is also the Kasbah which 
stands in the middle of the old quarter: its lush 
gardens, located in the center of the city, are a 
haven of freshness. Its museum which is home to 
a collection of old weapons, some photos of the 
city, and textiles, is a must-see. 

Boasting its unique geographical position, 
Chefchaouen is a paradise for walkers. The paths 
of the surrounding mountains offer pleasant 
hiking activities.

ERRACHIDIA-MIDELT-
MERZOUGA
Midelt, Errachidia and Merzouga lead the east 
side of Morocco. The first two cities show a 
mountainous country with the reliefs of the Middle 
Atlas Mountains that draw perfect nature. This 
majestic setting seduces and charms its visitors. 
It is also from there that the caravans used to 
leave, loaded with food, for Timbuktu, and 
returning back. 

Merzouga is one of the gates of the Sahara 
which is a small magnetic village located in the 
middle of the sands. It’s the territory of the Erg 
Chebbi, a world of dunes, palm groves, tracks 
and hikes. Roam through the desert and explore 
these expansive sand bathed in sunshine and a 
magic atmosphere. You walk in the middle of 
these arid vastness when, at the bend of a dune, 
and you see a lake : you’ve just arrived to Dayet 
Srij. 

The Moroccan east is full of curiosities. Get 
immersed in the mountains and deserts and say 
hello to a completely different country !
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TAROUDANT
Taroudant with its majestic ramparts, is one of the 
most beautiful towns in Morocco. Stroll in the 
shade of its walls full of history and whose towers 
have stood for more than five centuries to protect 
the ancient capital from the Saadian sultans. All 
day long, the sun strikes these high stone 
columns and bathes the city in a light where the 
gold of its rays blends well with the ochre of the 
walls. 

City of deep-rooted and long-standing history, 
Taroudant has a lot of stories to tell. Here, the 
dynamic of modern life blend seamlessly with the 
traditional heritage. Venture into the middle of its 
active souks alleys, negotiate with the merchants  
on the stalls, and discover all the richness of local 
craftsmanship. Leather is particularly famous, as 
well as terracotta trinkets and Amazigh jewellery. 

Taroudant has also made a specialty, argan oil. If 
you want to meet specialists of this delight, go 
outside the ramparts, and visit cooperatives and 
private individuals who shell the nuts, press 
them, extract the substantial marrow, and then 
make whole oils ready to taste.

AZILAL
Extend your stay in Morocco and visit the 
attractive town, Azilal. Located in the center of 
the Atlas Mountains, this city is teeming with 
charming landscapes. Its unique vivid culture, 
crafts and architecture, has contributed to 
develop a responsible and supportive ecotourism 
that attracts more and more tourists. 

Come and enjoy a rich and varied gastronomy : 
from Amazigh couscous, to fish tagine, to olive 
tagine with argan oil. 

You’ll be seduced by the many natural wonders in 
front of you ! Contemplate the splendid waterfalls 
of Ouzoud, and let yourself be surprised by the 
amazing natural bridge of Imi N'Ifri, near 
Demnate. Admire the azure blue water of the lake 
of Bin El Widane, and refresh yourself in the 
gorges of the Ahansal wadi or to take a walk in 
the very beautiful natural reserve of Tamga. 

Last stopover, the Aït Bouguemez valley that 
bears well its nickname « valley of happy people 
». Surrounded by the majestic M'goun mountain, 
the valley culminates at more than 4,071 meters.
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IFRANE
With its clean air, scrubbed streets, red-roofed 
houses, white winters, and being set high up in 
Atlas mountains, Ifrane is a go-to destination! 

Set at an altitude of 1,650 metres, Ifrane charms 
never ceases to amaze its visitors with its calm 
waves of its lakes, and the waterfalls pouring cold 
waters into the valleys. It is beautifully 
surrounded by the largest cedar forest in the 
world, with its picturesque green trees on the 
Middle Atlas Mountains slopes. 

Its picturesque lake studded-parks gives its 
visitors a taste of an unexpected atmosphere, 
where its enjoyable to stroll. 

A rich and varied fauna decorate the most 
beautiful hiking trails. Diverse bird and monkey 
species inhabit its park : A Barbary macaque will 
amuse you, while you’ll get to see also the 
Barbary deer watching you a few meters away. 

From a luxury hotel to a charming red-roofed 
house, this year-round destination promises you 
the sun and the moon !

OUARZAZATE-
ZAGORA-TINGHIR
Setting out for Ouarzazate, Zagora, Tinghir is 
going for an extraordinary journey brimming with 
a breathtaking wonders. The region reveals to its 
visitors a diversity of incredible landscapes, from 
the singular atmosphere of the desert to the 
picturesque green valleys. 

It’s not a surprise that David Lean, Ridley Scot, 
Martin Scorsese or Alejandro González Iñárritu, 
have chosen this destination, just like their 
forefathers did who became famous for filming 
the record-breaking "Lawrence of Arabia", 
"Gladiator", "Kundun", "Babel" and mots recently 
« Prison Break ». 

Thrill seekers who eager for adventure and 
trekking, will find many tracks to take you to the 
edge of the desert. Meet camel drivers and their 
caravans at the crossroads of the roads of Draâ, 
Ziz and Dades. 

Be ready for a sensational experience at the door 
of the desert !
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SAFI
The splendid architecture of Kechla and the 
waters of the Atlantic crashing against its walls: 
this is one of the many outstanding popular 
paintings in Safi.,,For five centuries now, the 
fortress has stood as a sentinel on the shores of 
the ocean. Its high crenellated towers offer 
admirable views of the surrounding area. It is an 
opportunity to admire the seafront, the bustling 
and animated life of this provincial capital. 

The pottery district is particularly attractive. 
Craftsmen make marvels of terracotta and clay 
that is put on display in the windows and stalls of 
their shops. Safi is one of the Moroccan capitals 
of ceramics and in its streets, beautiful trinkets 
are designed to make charming souvenirs.,, 

Atop the Kechla, admire the old Medina. The 
labyrinth of its alleys and their narrowness have 
something mysterious about them that invites you 
to take a stroll. 

When you think that you’ve seen it all, Safi 
surprises you with its hidden treasures !

AL HOCEIMA
Blue waters of the Mediterranean, its gentle, light 
waves and the coastline that outlines the 
contours of one of Morocco's most beautiful bays, 
welcome to the wonderful Al Hoceima ! The place 
looks like an earthly paradise. On one of its many 
beaches, you can relax on a deckchair, enjoy the 
sun during a farniente stay. 

Al Hoceima is not only a simple seaside town. Its 
surroundings has a a lots of treasures that 
adventure lovers come in droves to explore. 
Outside the town, near the fishing village of  

Torres de Alcala, are the ruins of f ive 
watchtowers. The Portuguese had built them 
during their colony. Today, the site offers pleasant 
walks for all lovers of old stones! 

Inside of the city, the port is not to be overlooked. 
Its edges are animated by the activity of 
fishermen and it is lovely to stroll there. A little far 
away, the Moro Viejo cornice offers a magnificent 
sight, and its bay gives a breathtaking view of the 
surroundings.  
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OUJDA-SAIDIA
Saidia symbolizes Morocco of blue and warm 
waters. Either it’s for holidays with family or in a 
couple, or with your friends, don’t miss out the 
opportunity to admire the splendid nature of the 
region. Go for a stroll in the city, visit the 
architectural heritage and long-standing medina 
in Oujda. 

With an impressive 14 kilometres of lovely white 
golden sandy beach and a generous sun shining 
all year round, The seaside resort of Saidia is an 
inevitable haven. At the water's edge or nearby, 
many activities are available to you including 
water sports and golfing. In the evening, the 
marina is the perfect spot to taste the delights of 
the region. 

Sixty km away from Saïdia, Oujda reveals the 
richness of its long history. From the medina and 
its monumental gates, to a cultural journey inside 
Sebti palace, to Lalla Aicha park which is a small 
haven of freshness inside the city. 

Oujda-Saïdia is all this : mindfulness, joy, and 
enough excitement to spend an unforgettable 
stay !

DAKHLA
Located in the south of Morocco, Dakhla is a 
small part of paradise, lost between the waters of 
the Atlantic and the sands of the Sahara. It gives 
you a complete change of scenery. Kilometres of 
beaches expand from one side of the town to the 
other : an opportunity to relax, and indulge in all 
kinds of water activities. 

These shores are one of the most beautiful ones 
in Morocco. These pearls are an absolute haven 
of peace ; an ideal place to bask in the 25-degree 
sun all year round. 

In the surroundings, the PK25 and Foum El Bouir 
beaches are particularly famous. While PK25 is a 
perfect place for relaxation, where to swim quietly 
in the calm and crystalline waters of the lagoon, 
the atmosphere of Foum El Bouir is more lively. 

Leading to sub-Saharan Africa, Dakhla is a 
gateway to a never-ending array of thrilling and 
exciting activities ! 
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ESSAOUIRA-MOGADOR
Crenellated walls, special wind, houses with 
white and blue facades, Essaouira, the ancient 
Mogador is the "Bride of the Atlantic”. 

It is one of those coastal cities where the unique 
atmosphere and water activities seamlessly 
blend. Walk quietly in the shade of its ramparts, 
the very ones that draw the contours of Astapor, 
the red city of the "Game of Thrones" series. 
Climb these walls and take the parapet walk, 
from where you can see the Purpuraires Islands, 
falcons, gulls and seagulls hovering above this 
nature reserve. On the other side, surfers, 
windsurfers and kitesurfers are taming the 
waves, taking advantage from the wind. 

A walk can lead you to the fishing port where the 
sailors are active. Get to the fish market where to 
taste the fish and seafood caught during the 
night. In the centre of the city, the medina invites 
you on a discovery wander into its winding alley. 
Ranked as the most beautiful cities in Morocco 
by Unesco, the city hums to the beat of music 
every summer : the Gnaoua festival celebrates 
Afro-Maghrebin rhythms making people’s stays 
memorable ones.

EL JADIDA-MAZAGAN
Once nicknamed Mazagan, this city built by the 
Portuguese has stood proudly since the 16th 
century.  

Its well preserved architectural treasures and the 
subtle mixture of both Moroccan and European 
cultures have earned it a place on the UNESCO 
World Heritage List. 

By visiting the mysterious cistern and its majestic 
vaults, cinema lovers will recognize some of the 
decorations used by Orson Wells in "Othello".  

Mult iple cinematographic and televisual 
productions come in droves each year to benefit 
from El Jadida assets. 

Between a green eucalyptus forest and the 
splendid beach of El Haouzia, the Kerzner 
International group known for establishing the 
Atlantis complex in Dubai, was also inspired 
enough to create the sumptuous seaside resort 
of Mazagan.
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AGADIR-TAGHAZOUT
In the west of the country, bordered by the waves 
of the Atlantic, Agadir is one of the pearls of 
Morocco. Whatever the season, the sun pours its 
rays and the city enjoys a pleasant climate that 
the trade winds still soften. Above all, its 10-
kilometre-long seafront offers tourists magnificent 
views of the blue ocean and the opportunity to 
laze around in the best conditions. 

The main seaside resort of the country, the city 
with 300 days of sunshine per year, is full of 
activities. At the water's edge, cafés and 
restaurants open their doors to you, introduce 
you to the local gastronomy and submit their 
specialities to the enlightened judgements of your 
taste buds! 

Further on in the city, the El Had souk spreads 
out through the streets, deploys its stalls: more 
than 6,000 shops offer themselves to your 
curiosity and you will enjoy strolling in this 
atmosphere animated by the negotiations of the 
merchants. Never sleepy, the city welcomes 
every summer the Timitar festival dedicated to 
world music and more specifically to Amazigh 
music.
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AGADIR HINTERLAND
Agadir is an unmissable place. The Souss Valley 
and, a bit further, the peaks of the Lesser Atlas 
Mountains, form wonderful compositions as only 
nature can do. This backcountry is rich in 
possibilities for you to immerse yourself in the 
joys of exploration and green tourism. 

If you’re a lover of green and wide spaces, the 
Souss Massa National Park is not to be 
overlooked. It is home to extraordinary wildlife: 
250 bird species, including the famous bald ibis, 
along with antelopes, boars and mongooses. 
Hike through this untamed wilderness for an 
unforgettable experience.  

Elsewhere in the park, at Tifnit, the rock walls will 
catch your eye, for they are riddled with the 
carved-out homes of ancient cave dwellers that 
were abandoned long ago. 

Discovery is one of the top activities in and 
around Agadir. So wander from site to site and let 
nature and its treasures surprise you !



FEZ
Fez has a special atmosphere. This 13th-century 
city is an imperial city of long-lasting multicultural 
history, that reserves unexpected surprises for its 
visitors. 

Cross the walls of the famous medina of Fez, 
recognized by UNESCO as an outstanding 
universal value. Stroll through the streets of the 
Fez-El-Bali district.  

The Bab Boujloud is the easiest way to enter the 
Medina. 

In early May, the squares and alleys resound with 
world music, where the Festival of World Sacred 
Music is held in the former imperial capital, which 
occurs along with Jazz in Riads, one of the main 
events in the city's cultural calendar.  

Don't leave without having tasted the city's 
gastronomy, reputed to be one of the best in the 
world.

MARRAKECH
Between tradition and modernity, Marrakech is 
the promise of unequalled sensations. Strolling 
the Jemaa El-Fna square and the souks with 
their shimmering colours and oriental smells, the 
red city offers you a complete change of scenery. 
Horse-drawn carriage rides, sunny terraces, 
travelling artists and other day and night activities 
will give a tates of wishful comeback. 

You will be able to admire all the architectural 
richness of the Medina, upon visiting one of its 
many riads, small oriental palaces overlooking a 
beautiful patio. You can also relax and recharge 
at the Menara, a vast garden with an emblematic 
basin.  

Marrakech shower its visitors by its splendour 
and its diversity, you just have to leave the 
ramparts to be immersed in modern Morocco.  

The districts of Gueliz and Hivernage offer the 
most modern infrastructures, luxury boutiques 
and international ready-to-wear stores, airy 
avenues; which all contribute to Marrakech's 
unique offering.
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TETOUAN
Just like its first cousin, Tangier, Tetouan boasts a 
peaceful atmosphere.  

Known as the daughter of "Granada", it’s a city 
with Hispano-Moorish footmarks. Its medina is 
listed as a World Heritage Site by UNESCO. 

Not far from Tetouan, the seaside resort of 
"Tamouda Bay" expands on fifteen kilometres of 
fine sandy bay.  

Prestigious establishments have settled there, 
giving a luxury setting to the region. In the 
crystal-clear blue waters of the Mediterranean, 
you can only enjoy a peaceful stay while getting 
to know the art of living of the inhabitants. 

The city of Tetouan, with its multicultural identity, 
offers a journey through time !
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TANGIER
In the north of Morocco, on the coasts of Tangier 
where the Mediterranean and Atlantic waters 
converge, you’ll discover a unique city bearing a 
multicultural heritage. 

Stroll the streets of « the White »Tangier, they are 
lined with lime-coated houses. Just like Delacroix 
or Matisse did their upon arrival, let yourself be 
carried away by the dreamy atmosphere that 
covers the city.  

At the foot of the high walls of the "Kasbah", 
roam through the alleys of the great "Socco", and 
admire the fortress that dominates the medina.  

A little far away, explore the "Sultan's Palace" 
which is nowadays dedicated to the arts of 
Morocco.  

Tangier is also renowned for the Spanish 
influence on its culture, starting with the arena 
that stands on the "Plaza de Torros", not to 
mention the "Cervantes" theatre built in 1913.



CASABLANCA
Beautiful palm trees lining its paths, with the 
Atlantic ocean over the horizon, and large 
business buildings in every corner: Casablanca is 
the economic lung of Morocco; a bustling 
metropolis. 

Modern infrastructures are in the middle of 
charming districts, between Arab-Muslim heritage 
and legacies of the colonial period. Discover all 
the possibilities: take a stroll in the medina, which 
is one of latest medinas built in Morocco, roam 
through the centre and its art-deco buildings, and 
join the Hassan II mosque; the splendid of 
architecture built on the water. 

Let yourself be tempted by the festive side of the 
city. Take advantage of the cornice, its clubs and 
festivals too, such as the Casablanca Festival, 
Jazzablanca or Tremplin L’Boulevard. 

The coastline, bordered by beaches equipped to 
suit all your comfort, invites you to experience the 
most fun activities that will make your stay more 
enjoyable, from diving, to jet-skiing to boating. 
The White city, Casablanca, is where culture and 
serenity activities blend seamlessly.
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CASABLANCA MEDINA
Casablanca is a well-designed modern city with 
all the conveniences you can think of: from 
comfortable hotels to a multi-mode transportation 
system with great coverage and suitable 
infrastructure.  

For explorers, the city offers you intruiguing 
experiences and entertainment from January to 
December. 

Discover its cultural schedule that’s one of the 
most jam-packed in the country ! National and 
international stars perform at the various 
festivals, concerts, shows and other cultural 
happenings.  

The best-known events are the Jazzablanca 
Festival, Boulevard Tremplin and the Casablanca 
Festival. The city's energy radiates throughout 
the whole region.  

Casablanca is a can't-miss destination for party 
people looking for memorable moments. Clubs 
and restaurants hum to the beat of trendy music, 
and keep you dancing all night long !



MEKNES
The Medina of Meknes and the remains of the 
royal palace have earned it an indisputable place 
on the UNESCO World Heritage List. 

On El Hedime square, Bab Mansour, one of the 
masterpieces of Hispano-Moorish art, is the 
gateway to the medina. Don’t miss visiting the 
royal stables and granaries of Sultan Moulay 
Ismail. 

In the North of Meknes, stands the largest 
Roman archaeological site in Morocco, which is 
Volubilis.  

Triumphal arch, capitol, house of Bacchus, 
everything bears witness to the splendour of the 
city and to its economic and political weight. 

Being an imperial and eternal city, Meknes offers 
you the experience of a timeless stay full of 
heritage discovery.
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RABAT
Rabat is a cultural city deep-rooted in history. 
Many masterpieces decorate its streets and 
squares. Visit the Kasbah des Oudayas which is 
a majestic and splendid architecture embellished 
by the surrounding gardens.  

Not far from the walls, stand the imposing walls 
of the Chellah; a necropolis from the time of the 
Merinids.  

Crossing the walls is like entering another world; 
walk among ancient vestiges, gardens and 
storks. 

Rabat is also a modern eco-responsible capital 
with its green spaces. Beautiful parks await you, 
such as the botanical test garden or the Exotic 
Gardens of Bouknadel which is a few kilometres 
from the city.  

Rabat boasts an outstanding coastline; on the 
Atlantic Ocean shores, it has kilometres of well 
equipped beaches that lead to the neighbouring 
city of Casablanca.
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BEACHES
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A great seaside resort 

In Casablanca, indulge in a wide stretch of sand 
bordered by the calm waters that extend along 
the Ain Diab cornice. Enjoy the peaceful and 
good-natured atmosphere of these urban 
beaches. 

Let yourself be tempted by a beach moment in 
Casablanca.

CASABLANCA

Soak up the Moroccan lifestyle 

Whether you are a water sport lover or an 
explorer of paradisiacal beaches, the Portuguese 
city promises you mountains and wonders in its 
shores with clear waters and fine sand. Enjoy the 
fresh fish just landed from the trawlers. 

Let yourself be tempted by a beach moment in El 
Jadida-Mazagan.

EL JADIDA-MAZAGAN

In Mogador, soak up beach, sights, and 
culture 

Peaceful lagoons, raging waves, glowing red 
cliffs, and sandy beaches as far as you can see, 
the windy city is a landmark for surfing, 
kitesurfing, and windsurfing passionates. 

Let yourself be tempted by a beach moment in 
Essaouira-Mogador.

ESSAOUIRA-MOGADOR

Serene and sandy beaches 

Bordered by the Mediterranean waters and 
overlooking the Strait of Gibraltar, the Pearl of the 
North will give you a memorable stay. Indulge in 
exciting water activities or relax on its peaceful 
waters in a warm atmosphere. 

Let yourself be tempted by a beach moment in 
Tangier

TANGIER
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Fall into farniente and well-being 

Being the first seaside resort of the Kingdom, the 
region of Agadir has a wide array of beaches 
bordered by the invigorating waters of the 
Atlantic. These beaches and sunny creeks will 
make you forget the winter.  

Let yourself be tempted by a beach moment in 
Agadir-Taghazout

AGADIR-TAGHAZOUT

Wild beaches, nature & aquamarine 

Al Hoceima is famous for its secluded beaches 
with clear turquoise waters bordered by rocks. 
Whether in Quemado, or Cala Bonita, or Sfiha, 
enjoy the golden fine sand of these heavenly 
beaches, and the warmth of the Mediterranean 
climate.  

Let yourself be tempted by a beach moment in Al 
Hoceima.

AL HOCEIMA

Peacefulness by the ocean 

Safi is one of the beautiful seaside cities. Surfers 
from all over the world come in droves to this 
charming city to tame its waves, but also to 
explore the nearby breathtaking shores. 

Let yourself be tempted by a beach moment in 
Safi.

SAFI

A mythical lagoon 

It's not a surprise that Kitesurfers from all over 
the wolrd come in droves to this paradisiacal 
destination : crystalline waters, fine sand, a 
Caribbean scenery, its shores has one of the 
flattest water spots in the world. 

Let yourself be tempted by a beach moment in 
Dakhla.

DAKHLA
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Expansive fine and white sand 

Vertiginous cliffs, lively beaches, creeks with 
crystalline waters, the beaches of Saidia will 
impress you with its splendid pedestrian walks 
and its unknown beaches. 

Let yourself be tempted by a beach moment in 
Oujda-Saïdia.

OUJDA-SAIDIA

Never-ending array of exciting leisures 

Either you chose a farniente or sporty stay, the 
Rabat coast, bordered by the waters of the 
Atlantic Ocean, offers its visitors a warm and 
peaceful atmosphere. Whether in private or 
public beaches, enjoy the sun in each of one of 
them. 

Let yourself be tempted by a beach moment in 
Rabat.

RABAT

Experience the splendid seaside resort of 
Tetouan 

From Oued Laou to Martil, the coastline with its 
picturesque landscapes, offers you sea trips 
allowing you to escape the hustle and bustle of 
the city, to relax on its ydillique beaches. 

Let yourself be tempted by a beach moment in 
Tetouan.

TETOUAN

Best beach in southwest Morocco 

Venture to southwest Morocco and, on the 
shores of the Atlantic, you’ll come across Sidi Ifni. 
Though an atmospheric city in its own right – full 
of peaceful vibes, Spanish art deco flair and artsy 
murals, it’s the beaches that really captivate. Both 
far from commercialized and perfect for long 
walks, they’re just lovely. And the rocky cliffs 
above them are the perfect outpost to admire a 
dazzling sunset and the red-ish glow of the rocks.

SIDI IFNI
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CUISINE

Gastronomic journey with Moroccan flavours 

Morocco's culinary heritage embraces the deep-rooted traditions and cultural variety of the country. 
Couscous, Tajine, Pastilla, Mrouzia, and R'fissa, are some of the emblematic dishes of the country 
that you can’t resist.  Subtly composed of a wide variety of striking flavours and scents, Moroccan 
cuisine draws its originality from a combination between Berber, Arab-Andalusian, and Jewish 
culinary traditions. Thanks to its rich cultural heritage specific to each region, Morocco has built an 
undisputed reputation worldwide.
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MOROCCO- A UNIQUE 
SHOPPING 

From the souk to luxury shops 

Souks (markets) can be found in many of Morocco’s cities but the cities with the biggest and 
expansive shopping areas lie within Marrakesh and Fez. The daily life in the ancient walls of the 
medinas of Fez and Marrakesh haven’t changed in centuries. There are tiny shops and stalls where 
people will haggle over a glass of really sweet mint tea (Morocco’s national drink). Veiled women 
walk around the narrow passageways and craftsmen pound designs on brass, and the echoes of 
everyday life reverberate through the marketplace.
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SPA & WELLNESS

From the souk to luxury shops 

Souks (markets) can be found in many of Morocco’s cities but the cities with the biggest and 
expansive shopping areas lie within Marrakesh and Fez. The daily life in the ancient walls of the 
medinas of Fez and Marrakesh haven’t changed in centuries. There are tiny shops and stalls where 
people will haggle over a glass of really sweet mint tea (Morocco’s national drink). Veiled women 
walk around the narrow passageways and craftsmen pound designs on brass, and the echoes of 
everyday life reverberate through the marketplace.
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NATURE

A preserved nature 

Morocco is a country unique in the variety of its natural resources. Mountain ranges, sandy beaches 
washed by the waves of the Mediterranean Sea and the Atlantic Ocean, tiny bays among the rocks, 
endless expanses of golden dunes, emerald oases – Simply put, nature shows its entire splendor in 
this region. With more than forty ecosystems located throughout the country, Morocco offers much 
more variety than the expected arid desert. A great deal of these ecosystems are protected, holding 
national park or national reserve status while hosting various plant and animal species.
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MEDINAS & CULTURAL 
HERITAGE IMMERSION



In the east of the country, Ouarzazate, Zagora 
and Tinghir symbolize the cultural diversity of 
Morocco: they bear witness to the most deeply-
rooted traditions that seamlessly blend with 
modern creation in the moving making industry. 

Ouarzazate, is the heartland of the southern 
region, where kasbahs, oases, arid mountains, 
are all elements that embellish the splendid city. 
Revel in the lights and the sumptuous settings 
that one hosted Game of Thrones, Alibaba, 
Gladiator, and many more.

UNIQUE CRAFTS AND TRADITIONS
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Stro l l every corner of Morocco's most 
cosmopolitan city ! Immerse yourself in a spiritual 
and historical journey between traditions and 
modernity. 

Discover its cultural schedule that’s one of the 
most jam-packed in the country ! National and 
international stars perform at the various 
festivals, concerts, shows and other cultural 
happenings. 

Casablanca is a unique lifestyle, where tangible 
and intangible culture are equally important. Get 
immersed in its heritage, and magnetic 
atmosphere !

AT THE CROSSROADS OF 
CULTURES

Nestled in the center of the country, Azilal is one 
of Morocco's little-known cities. The roads 
converge towards this city located halfway 
between the ocean and the desert.  

The culture is not to be outdone : Arabs and 
Amazighs contribute hand-in-hand to the special 
atmosphere of the place. 

Renowned as the Kingdom's water tower, Azilal 
invites you to uncover its natural treasures and 
emblematic monuments that reveal their secrets 
to every visitor.

AZILAL, A RICH HISTORY
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With its eye-popping scenery and its special 
night-time atmosphere, this region offers you an 
immediate change of scenery. Either it's in 
Errachidia, in Midelt, or in Merzouga, venture into 
a nomadic culture out of time ! 

The lucky visitors will have the opportunity to 
attend many cultural and artistic events such as 
the International Date Fair in Erfoud, the Wedding 
Festival in Imilchil, the International Merzouga 
Festival of World Music or the Apple Festival in 
Midelt.

DELVE INTO TRADITIONAL 
FESTIVALS

Built at the crossroads of the desert, the Souss 
valley and the High Atlas mountains, Taroudant 
invites you to a dive into history of the mythical 
lands of the caravanners. This city with a rich and 
diversified cultural heritage is not lacking in 
attractions. 

Taroudant is one of the pearls of South Morocco 
with its historical ramparts. The crenellated walls 
of its ramparts extend over 6 kilometres. Flanked 
by 130 towers and elaborate gates, owes to 
Taroudant's special reputation. At daylight, it’s 
very pleasant to walk in the shade of it.

CRAFTS AND AMAZIGH 
TRADITIONS

El Jadida stands as a sentinel on the shores of 
the Atlantic. Built with towers bordered by the 
ocean, and surrounded by stunning ramparts, the 
ancient Portuguese fortified city charms its 
visitors. Numerous bastions still rise there 
allowing you to enjoy a wonderful view of the city. 

In front of you is the medina with its ochre walls 
and interlacing of its narrow streets, as well as 
the famous Portuguese cistern whose vaults 
were used as decoration for Orson Welles' 
Othello. The old quarter is listed as a UNESCO 
World Heritage Site. In the shores where there 
stands the Sidi Bouafi lighthouse, which has 
been guiding sailors to the entrance of the port 
for nearly a century, spend a peaceful moment 
gazing at the beautiful scenery.

THE SECRETS OF EL-JADIDA



Tangier is a bustling city where heritage 
harmoniously blend with modern culture. The 
treasures of Hispano-Moorish architecture as well 
as the wonderful craft industry goes hand-in-hand 
with the most cheerful festivals and modern 
creations. 

Tangier is a crossroads where influences 
converge. Its Kasbah as well as the Mendoubia 
Park are side by side with an ancient well-
preserved medina. Not far away, the Plaza de 
Toros or the Cervantes theatre, and the Hafa café 
are where Sean Connery and the Rolling Stones 
enjoyed a mint tea.

A BRIDGE BETWEEN EUROPE 
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Essaouira the "well drawn" has some nice 
surprises in store for you. In its alleys, you will 
discover its heritage in every single detail. 

Its fortified ramparts, carved with monumental 
gates, works of art and defence, are flanked by 
two citadels: the Squala of the Kasbah, the 
Squala of the port. In the shade of these walls, 
you can walk around and get a first impression of 
the city. Stroll its alleys and discover the 
mysterious medina. Just like the whole city, 
similarly to the old Mogador that became 
Essaouira, the Medina mixes both eastern and 
western influences.  

The Ben Youssef mosque stands its minaret and 
many consular houses are scattered along its 
narrow streets.

MOGADOR FOREVER

Agadir owes much of its reputation to its bay and 
its inexhaustible hinterland. Not to forget its 
outstanding culture side. It’s a city where heritage 
treasures seamlessly blend with the modern side 
of it. 

Leave behind the ocean's shores and cross the 
walls of the medina. Roam through the narrow 
streets lined with walls decorated with zelliges, 
and pass under elaborate doors to meet and 
learn the skills of the gadiris craftsmen. Then join 
the Kasbah, perched on a rock 236 metres high. 
The earthquake of 1960 surprinsingly saved the 
building, and for five centuries now, the Kasbah 
with various influences, has been protecting the 
city.

TRADITION & HISTORY
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Saidia and Oujda, are two complementary cities. 
The Blue Pearl of Morocco, Saidia welcomes you 
in its state-of-the-art hotel facilities, that are both 
comfortable and environmentally friendly. 

Oujda is a completely different atmosphere. The 
city has a lont-standing history that blends 
seamlessly with modern culture. Going there is 
like walking in front of an ancient city, it's like 
strolling streets with a thousand-year-old history. 
In the medina, you’ll discover the "old Morocco". 
The walled district take you to a journey through 
time.

CITY WALKS & RAMBLES

High crenellated walls, splendid towers and 
ancient cannons overlooking the ocean : the 
architecture of Safi's Kechla is quite impressive. 
Bathed by the waters of the Atlantic, overhanging 
them, this building gives the impression of being 
built on the waves.  

It is the most important remnant of the 
Portuguese occupation ; elsewhere in the city, the 
remains of Africa's first Gothic cathedral is also 
reminiscent of the colonial period. 

While surfers enjoy its waves, culture lovers will 
also find something to their liking !

HISTORY & ITS ARCHITECTURAL 
HERITAGE

The rich heritage of Marrakech is nearly a 
thousand years. The time here seems to stand 
still. The culture is vivid. 

Marrakech also hosts its part of splendid 
festivals. The city is a moviemaking landmark.  

In December, it hosts the Marrakech International 
Film Festival, which draws the biggest names 
from the silver screen. In the middle of the year, 
popular arts are honored with their own festival, 
during which visitors are treated to the traditional 
songs, dances and music of Morocco. Enjoy this 
close encounter with the country's culture in a 
lighthearted ambiance.

THE UNTAINTED CHARM OF 
MARRAKECH



Being a city rich in high places and monuments, 
Rabat also stands out for the vitality of its 
intangible heritage. 

The rbati handicraft is the staple of this city. In the 
lively medina, time seems to stand still. From 
father to son, craftsmen work there on fabrics, 
leather, gold and silver jewellery, not forgetting 
the famous rbati carpet, which is a masterpiece 
of finesse and harmony. Not far away, in Sale, 
pottery, ironwork and basketry are making the 
fame of this region, to which a whole complex is 
dedicated.

THE RBATI SECRETS
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Fez is an absolute open-air museum. The 
succession of civilizations has accumulated 
treasures. Its medina being the oldest and largest 
city in Morocco, all the craftsmen are gathered, 
from tanners to weavers, dinandiers and potters.  

Its streets are decorated with architectural 
masterpieces, and its squares are meeting 
places where an ancestral art of living is 
expressed through confident yet delicate 
gestures. 

Stroll through the interlacing alleys of the imperial 
city. Enter the Bab Boujloud gate and admire the 
sophistication of Arab-Andalusian art; the zelliges 
of blue and jade that adorn it, the scrolls that 
carve out its openings.

TREASURES OF THE PAST

Past the walls of the medina, walk on the 
footmarks of Andalusia in one of the most 
beautiful and lively city of Morocco, now 
classified as a UNESCO World Heritage Site. 
Stroll the alleys lined with green and white 
houses reminiscent of Seville or Granada.  

In front of the doors, in the squares, craftsmen 
working their best crafts ; painters work on wood, 
embroiderers known as the "Jebliates" sell their 
mendils in Guersa El Kébira, which are colourful 
pieces of fabric in red, blue or white.  Hispano-
Moorish art is not to be outdone. In the Mellah, 
the Jewish quarter of the medina, you’ll find 
shops whose main artery leads to the Royal 
Palace.

THE TREASURES OF TETOUAN
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NATURE & 
MOUNTAINS

Mountains, a world of intrigue for nature 
lovers 

Morocco is a country beautifully surrounded 
by mountains. The three Atlas Mountains and 
the Rif show marvellous rugged landscapes 
but they also make authentic playgrounds for 
thrill seekers ! 

Discover exciting outdoors activities : 
Mountain biking, rafting, skiing, 
accrobranche, mountain biking and even 
lazing around ! 

Splendour has an address ! Admire the 
stunning landscapes surrounding you and go 
exploring the small treasures awaiting for 
you.



With its geographical diversity, Morocco has 
earned its international consideration thanks to its 
unique geographic features that never ceases to 
amaze its visitors. 

Many tourists go there to experience many 
outdoor activities : from mountain climbing, 
mountain biking, quad biking, horseback riding, to 
tree climbing... Escape the ordinary in scenic and 
gorgeous nature. 

Far from the beaches and coastal towns, deep in 
the mountains are hidden little treasures and 
unknown valleys.

TREK AT HAPPY VALLEY AIT 
BOUGUEMEZ
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Whether it’s a solo or a group adventure, the 
hiking to Mount Toubkal is an extraordinary self-
accompl ishment , a phys ica l -cha l leg ing 
achievement and an opportunity to soak up in the 
marvelous landscapes of the Atlas Mountains. 
Depending on the height of the summit, it takes 
two or three days trek. 

For thrill and adrenaline seekers, don’t wait any 
longer ! Prepare your trekking boots, sleeping 
bag, gloves and jackets, and set off on an 
unforgettable journey to the highest peak in North 
Africa. 

Once you reach the summit, you’ll be blown away 
with a panoramic view of gleaming clouds and by 
the quietness that leaves you with the wind noise.

CLIMBING MOUNT TOUBKAL

At the Michlifen resort, get ready for winter sports 
! 17 km far from the town of Ifrane, the Michlifen 
resort nestles in the mountains at an altitude of 
2000 metres. The station being surrounded by 
cedar forests and covered with snow from mid-
November, gives joy to the sport lovers. Whether 
you are an amateur or expert, 5 ski slopes are 
there for you to use and begin your snowy 
journey. 

In this ski resort, you can also go hiking or 
horseback riding. At the Michlifen place, an 
accrobranche circuit will take you on a journey of 
sensational discoveries. When you think it’s all 
over, there are still many other activities such as 
Mountain bikes and Montain Bikes.

SKIING AT MICHLIFEN STATION
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NATURAL PARKS & 
LAKES

A generous and fascinating nature 

The magnetic mountains are the most 
beautiful showpiece of the Moroccan 
hinterland. Surrounded by these majestic 
reliefs, nature keeps charming its visitors. The 
breathtaking cascading waterfalls form 
relaxing lakes. stroll these wilderness areas, 
explore the best of Moroccan lakes and 
natural parks.



About ten kilometres from Chefchaouen, a 
peaceful land attracts both nature lovers and 
mountain sports enthusiasts. In the heart of the 
Rif mountains, the Talasemtane National Park is 
today a popular tourist destination thanks to its 
tours combining hiking, trekking and adventures. 

Spread over 60 thousand hectares, the are 
several picturesque reliefs : gorges, cliffs, caves 
and diverse vegetation ... Nothing is better than 
admiring breathtaking landscapes for a total 
escape from the ordinary world. For memorable 
evenings, spend a night beneath the stars !

TALASSEMTANE NATIONAL 
PARK
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For a discovery tour and hiking while enjoying the 
picturesque landscapes, delve into to the Natural 
Park of Souss Massa in southern Morocco. 

Founded in 1991, the Natural Park of Souss 
Massa has the ultimate goal of restoring the 
Saharan fauna. It is a perfect destination for 
nature and landscape lovers. 

Home to more than 300 plant species and more 
than 300 animal species that let your imagination 
run wild. The natural park, in all its splendour, will 
amaze you with its richness and biodiversity that 
only exists in these places. Epic shows and 
exciting discoveries await for you in the park 
museum !

NATURAL PARK SOUSS MASSA

For a pure moment of happiness and tranquility, 
Lake Lalla Takerkoust offers you all the 
ingredients you need for a magical experience : 
soothing colours, breathtaking scenery in the 
fresh air. 

Located in the south of Marrakech, the Lalla 
Takerkoust dam is a perfect escape : you can 
walk around, rest, relax and enjoy several 
activities. 

During the day, you are given a wide choice of 
activities in the lake of Takerkoust. Jest ski and 
stand-up paddle games are for water sports 
enthusiasts, while horseback riding and quad 
biking are for hikers.

LAKE OF LALLA TAKERKOUST
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DESERT

Hit the Moroccan magical desert 

With its eye candy deserts filled with glowing 
sand dunes, Morocco ss worthy of his famous 
name « Land of dunes. 

Venture into an original experience in the 
desert, and indulge in glamping adventures !



In couple or solo, the desert of Zagora is a "must 
do & see" in Morocco. Either you rent a 4x4 or a 
Buggy, the challenges are enormous and can 
cater to any of your desires. 

As you go through the arid desert, don't forget to 
stop and admire the historical sites, such as the 
Kasbah Aït Benhaddou. It’s impossible to remain 
unemotional to the charm of this outstanding set 
for several films. 

The fortresses and kasbhas of the Drâa valley 
never cease to amaze its visitors ; a thousand 
and one stories await you!

THE DESERT OF ZAGORA
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The desert of Merzouga,,Peacefulness,  and a 
complete change of scenery... the picture perfect 
Merzouga desert promise you the sun and the 
moon! 5 km long dunes, traces of fennec paws, 
landscapes where silence echoes...Are you 
feeling it already? 

The irresistible charm of Merzouga attracts more 
and more visitors from all over the world, tempted 
by the experience of the desert. 

Once you arrive to your destination, you get to 
admire the picturesque landscapes, with 
impressive geological forms: the Kasbah of Aït 
Benhaddou from the Dades Gorges to the Drâa 
Valley.

THE DESERT OF MERZOUGA

Only thirty minutes from Marrakech, aspire to 
freedom! Drive through the Agafay desert to 
enjoy the endless  expanses of sand in a 4x4 or a 
Buggy. Indulge yourself in the surprising rocky 
dunes. Get off the beaten track and experience 
nights beneath the stars or in a bivouac. 

In the middle of the desert: a small splendid oasis 
awaits you. Being a small treasure nestled at the 
bottom of the desert, you’ll be amazed : plants, 
turtles, frogs... A break from the hustle and bustle 
is well deserved after a long journey! 

Not to be outdone, the Amazigh villages offer you 
a scenic view whilst being immersed in the 
Amazigh culture.

THE AGAFAY DESERT
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TREKKING

Stunning walking and hiking trails 

Taste the best of the outdoors, by making use 
of the hiking trails tailor made for you ! All 
over the kingdom, national parks preserve the 
natural environment and make magnificent 
hiking trails for nature lovers. Morocco is a 
huge hiking trail: under forests, on mountains 
or cliffs, hike in the middle of a picture perfect 
nature.



The Talassemtane National Park boasting 
untainted beauty, is the place where you would 
wish to come-back. Go from waterfall to stream in 
the shade of the fir trees of Morocco or the large 
cedars of the Atlas.  

Settled in the center of the Rif Mountains, the 
Talasemtane National Park is nowadays a 
popular tourist destination, thanks to its tours that 
combine well between hiking, trekking and 
adventure.

TREKKING AND CLIMBING IN 
TALASSEMTANE NATIONAL 
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Up in the North, on the Mediterranean coast in Al 
Hoceima Park, there is a hiking trail overlooking 
the park and the sea. With well-paves paths, you 
can indulge in the peacefulness of walking and 
climbing.  

The surrounding lodgings, it gives you the 
opportunity to spend memorable days around the 
fauna and flora of northern Morocco.

CLIMBING AND WALKING IN 
AL HOCEIMA NATIONAL 

Setteled in the mountains of the Middle Atlas, the 
Ifrane National Park is a must for lovers of 
fishing, hiking and Hiking.  

Spread over an area of 500 km², the park offers 
an eye-popping scenery : mountains, fresh water 
lakes. Follow the trail and soak up the sights 
while indulging in peacefulness.

FISHING AND HIKING IN 
IFRANE NATIONAL PARK

In the North of Morocco, soak up the sights



In the south, the Valley of the Roses offers the 
opportunity for an pleasant walk in the middle of 
a spectacular setting.  

Located at the foot of the Moroccan High Atlas, it 
is the perfect place for long walks and trekking to 
enjoy the canyon, Amazigh villages and rose 
gardens. The setting is even more wonderful 
during the festival or the Moussem of roses.

LONG WALKS IN THE VALLEY 
OF THE ROSES
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Thrills and adrenaline seekers : wear your 
trekking boots to start the journey. Climbing the 
highest summit of Morocco will take you two days 
full of thrill and discovery.  

With Hiking, trekking and peacefulness, get 
immersed in the magnificent landscapes of the 
Atlas Mountains while having fun !

TREKKING AND HIKES DURING THE 
ASCENT OF MOUNT TOUBKAL

Far from the beaten track, between Ouarzazate 
and Kelaa de M'Gouna, nestles colourful gorges 
and pink canyons with expansive views.  

The Gorgeous Dades gorges won’t fail to impress 
you with its stunning architecture. Walking these 
trails is the best activity that allows you to admire 
the untainted beauty of the gorges and its 
surroundings.

WANDER AND WONDER 
IN THE DADES GORGE

Mountains and valleys from the Center and the  
South for a natural rush of energy



Located in the center of Morocco's Sahara, 
between the city of TanTan and Tarfaya, the 
Khnifiss National Park is a unique place for 
professional hikers.  

Hiking will allow you to discover all the hidden 
treasures of the park such as the lagoons, the 
white beach and Cape Draa.  

HIKING ALONG THE LAGOONS 
OF THE KHNIFISS PARK
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Azur blue lagoons, magical dunes, wild 
beaches... Dakhla, city of the desert, promises 
you an unforgettable stay and a variety of 
activities and leisure to enoy.  

In addition to horse riding, there are lots of 
thrilling activities left to enjoy : from surfing, to 
kitesurfing, sailing, sandboarding, to 4x4 rides 
and hiking.

IN THE THICK OF THE 
DESERT : SEA AND SAND

In the middle of the desert, sand dunes form an 
untainted wild desert scenery. Mergouza being 
the most popular place for camel trekking, you’ll 
enjoy the most magnificent sunsets and sunrises.  

And for more thrill, you can go Berber Surfing or 
Sandboarding.

CAMEL TREKKING IN MERZOUGA

Wellness and thrill in the Moroccan Sahara
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GOLF

Exceptional golfing holidays! 

In Morocco, golf is a little more than a sport, 
it's a tradition! For a little over a century, 
courses have been dotted around the 
country: today there are 37 of them, giving 
you the opportunity to practice your passion 
in the best conditions, in the middle of 
splendid settings and taking advantage of the 
most modern infrastructures. Don't hesitate 
any longer! Go to Morocco to make birdies, 
bogeys and eagles!



The first of the 3 golf courses planned in this 
resort, this 18-hole course was designed by the 
Spaniard Francisco Segalés, using an American-
style design with touches of English style. All the 
infrastructures have been designed to ensure 
that players of all levels will have total pleasure.  

Eventually, 36 other holes should enrich this 
complex, which aims to become the golf 
reference throughout the Mediterranean.

THE SAÏDIA MED GOLF, A 
GREEN MUSEUM
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Designed by Hawtree & Sons in 1976 and 
redesigned by Cabell B. Robinson who gave it its 
current look, the Cabo Negro Golf Beach is 
nestled on the side of the Rif Mountains, facing 
the sea.  

Thick shrubs, dunes, flowers, water and hills dot 
the course which, from time to time, regains a 
wilder and more natural look with vegetation 
made of agaves and mimosas. It is open all year 
round.

THE CABO NEGRO GOLF BEACH, 
THE JEWEL OF THE RIF

This golf course, the first in Morocco, has kept 
the natural and authentic aspect that its 
designers, Cotton and Pennink, gave it in 1914. 
The amazement begins from the club house's 
belvedere from where you can contemplate the 
putting green and the driving range and 
continues along the shady fairways of pine, fir 
and eucalyptus trees. And when you reach the 
green of number 5, the highest point of the 
course, you are rewarded with a dazzling view of 
the rooftops of "Tangier la Blanche".

THE TANGIER ROYAL 
GOLF CLUB

Golf at the edge of the Mediterranean



History is still very present at the Royal Golf 
Meknes, the imperial city of Sultan Moulay Ismaïl. 
The murmur of the fountain adorned with 
mosaics, the walls housing a club house with, on 
the horizon, the roofs and minarets of the 
medina, are some of the charms of this course. In 
the garden, the aromas of orange, plum, palm 
and olive blossoms mingle.

THE MEKNES ROYAL GOLF CLUB, A 
MOROCCAN ARCHITECTURAL 
TOUCH
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At the foot of the Middle Atlas, the architect 
Cabell B. Robinson has played with the whims of 
nature and the undulations of the terrain to 
design a marvellous route through an olive grove.  

The Royal Golf Fez is open all year round and 
offers tracks that wind between lakes and 
gigantic bunkers, the largest of which is 1200m². 
Created in 1994, this course is a whim that few 
players can resist. 

THE ROYAL GOLF FEZ, WHEN 
NATURE RHYMES WITH SPORT

The Royal Golf Dar Es Salam in Rabat is a 
legend for golf lovers. Inaugurated in 1971 and 
designed by Robert Trent Jones Senior, it is a 
majestic course with splendid fairways winding 
between cork oaks, eucalyptus, palm trees, 
hyacinths, narcissus, mimosas, papyrus and 
Roman columns. A unique course where colours 
and smells mix. Open all year round, the Royal 
Golf Dar Es Salam is a course to be discovered 
and rediscovered.

THE ROYAL GOLF DAR ES-SALAM 
RABAT, THE CRADLE OF THE 
HASSAN II TROPHY

Golf in the heart of culture



Thanks to the exceptional talent of its architect, 
the great Robert Trent Jones Senior who 
designed the course in 1992, the PalmGolf 
Marrakech Palmeraie combines lakes, lush palm 
trees, greens and bunkers against a unique 
backdrop: the snowy peaks of the Moroccan High 
Atlas. This course, open every day of the year, is 
adapted to any level of players, thanks to the 
numerous tees of each hole.

THE PALMGOLF MARRAKECH 
PALMERAIE, AN AUTHENTIC AND 
FUN EXPERIENCE
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The Royal Golf Marrakech was one of King 
Hassan II's favourite courses. It has also known 
illustrious players such as Winston Churchill, 
Lloyd George, Eisenhower. 

Designed in the 1920s by Arnaud Massy, 
modernized since then, it was built with the 
pleasure of the game in mind. In this environment 
with magnificent views of the Atlas Mountains, 
cypresses, palm trees, eucalyptus, olive trees, 
orange trees, apricot trees... An arboretum of 
15,000 subjects stands majestically.

THE ROYAL GOLF MARRAKECH, A 
COURSE OF MEANING AND 
PLEASURE

Samanah Golf Club is an exceptional course. A 
selective course, without unnecessary traps. The 
pleasure of the game is always at the rendezvous 
thanks to its natural obstacles which do not miss, 
between wadi, waterfall, lake, forest of olive trees 
and cactus, and which promise a game all in 
strategy. With the Atlas Mountains in perspective, 
this golf course offers no less than five different 
courses that any golfer will enjoy challenging.

SAMANAH GOLF BEACH, NATURAL 
OBSTACLES FOR THE PLEASURE 
OF THE GAME

Golf at the gateway to the Atlas Mountains



The Golf des Dunes offers three different 
courses: Eucalyptus, Oued and Tamaris, which 
promise to triple the pleasures. They are the 
product of the imagination of Cabell B. Robinson 
who, in 1991, designed a course on this hilly 
ground, dotted with water points, on which golf 
can be played at all levels. A seemingly simple 
course from the outset to finish with a grandiose 
Par 5.

THE GOLF OF THE DUNES, A 
FANTASY SETTING 
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In 1999, Muela and Courbin designed the Golf du 
Soleil in Agadir, including lakes and waterfalls, 
combining beauty with difficulty. An atmosphere 
that unites the prestige of the golf course with the 
dazzling nature of tamarind trees, mimosas, 
eucalyptus and bougainvillea creating a play of 
light and shade in the wide fairways, ready to 
welcome passionate players all year round. 

LE GOLF DU SOLEIL, THE REFUGE 
FOR GOLF ENTHUSIASTS

Located in the heart of the new seaside resort 
Taghazout Bay, the Tazegzout golf course offers 
an 18-hole course combining technicality and 
pleasure of the game. Designed by Kyle Philips, 
the course follows the natural site in which it is 
located, preserving as much as possible the 
endemic tree of the region: the Argan tree. 
Surrounded by a cliff which culminates at 80m 
above sea level, the golf course of Tazegzout 
offers at the level of each hole.

THE TAZEGZOUT GOLF CLUB, A 
SPECTACULAR VIEW OF THE 
ARGAN FORESTS

Golf under the Moroccan Sun
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Imperial Cities of  Morocco 
Duration: 07 Nights | 08 Days 
Places: Casablanca | Rabat | Fes | Marrakech 
Highlights: Private guided city and culture tours of Casablanca and 
Marrakech. Discover the traditional artisan’s quarter in Fes with private 
guide. Choose to hot air balloon, ATV, or horseback ride in Marrakech. 
Explore the labyrinth of the Saadian Tombs with private guide. 

From: US $ 4380 pp 
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Day 01: Casablanca - Rabat 
You will be privately transferred between 
Casablanca and Rabat by a professional driver 
and an English-speaking guide. Approximate 
travel time is one hour and 30 minutes. 

Rabat, Morocco's capital, rests along the 
shores of the Bouregreg River and the Atlantic 
Ocean. It's known for landmarks that speak to 
its Islamic and French-colonial heritage, 
including the Kasbah of the Udayas. This 
Berber-era royal fort is surrounded by formal 
French-designed gardens and overlooks the 
ocean. The city's iconic Hassan Tower, a 12th-
century minaret, soars above the ruins of a 
mosque. 

Day 02 - 04: Fes 
A private vehicle with English speaking driver 
will provide a transfer between Rabat and Fes. 
During the transfer, explore the Imperial City of 
Meknes along with the Roman city of Volubilis. 
In antiquity, Volubilis was an important Roman 
town situated near the westernmost border of 
Roman Empire. It was built on the site of a 
previous Carthaginian settlement from the third 
century BC. 

Fes is a northeastern Moroccan city often 
referred to as the country’s cultural capital. It’s 
primarily known for its Fes El Bali walled 
medina, with medieval Marinid architecture, 
vibrant souks and old-world atmosphere. The 
medina is home to religious schools such as 
the 14th-century Bou Inania and Al Attarine, 
both decorated with elaborate cedar carvings 
and ornate tile work. 

Day 05 - 07: Marrakech 
Travel in a privately driven vehicle from Fes to 
Marrakech, making a lunch stop en-route.

Explore the rugged terrain of the Middle Atlas 
Mountain range, boasting towering cliff faces, 
and incredible passes. Marrakesh, a former 
imperial city in western Morocco, is a major 
economic center and home to mosques, 
palaces and gardens.  

The medina is a densely packed, walled 
medieval city dating to the Berber Empire, with 
mazel ike al leys where thr iv ing souks 
(marketplaces) sell traditional textiles, pottery 
and jewelry. A symbol of the city, and visible for 
miles, is the Moorish minaret of 12th-century 
Koutoubia Mosque. 

Day 08: Depart Casablanca 
Departure transfer to onward destination.

Stays***** 
Rabat   STORY Rabat 
Fes   Palais Faraj 
Marrakech  Amanjena Marrakech 

Includes 
• 07 Nights as per the program. 
• Daily Breakfast, Lunch and Dinners. 
• Entrance fees. 
• Tour Manager | Tour Director | Tour Guide. 
• All transfers, sightseeing and excursions. 
• Private vehicle with driver. 
• All taxes. 

Excludes 
• Tips. 
• Travel Insurance. 
• Visa (If any). 
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Morocco & High Atlas Mountains 
Duration: 08 Nights | 09 Days 
Places: Casablanca | Fes | Marrakech | High Atlas Mountains 
Highlights: Enjoy Berber hospitality with local interactions and home-cooked 
meal. Embark on private guided tours of Hassan II Mosque in Casablanca, 
Fes, and Marrakech. Choose to 4x4, mountain bike, or horseback ride in 
the mountains. Private transfers throughout. 

From: US $ 5990 pp 
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Day 01: Casablanca 
Casablanca is a port city and commercial hub 
in western Morocco, fronting the Atlantic 
Ocean. The city's French colonial legacy is 
seen in its downtown Mauresque architecture, 
a blend of Moorish style and European art 
deco. Standing partly over the water, the 
enormous Hassan II Mosque, completed in 
1993, has a 210m minaret topped with lasers 
directed toward Mecca. 

Day 02 - 03: Fes 
Fes is a northeastern Moroccan city often 
referred to as the country’s cultural capital. It’s 
primarily known for its Fes El Bali walled 
medina, with medieval Marinid architecture, 
vibrant souks and old-world atmosphere. The 
medina is home to religious schools such as 
the 14th-century Bou Inania and Al Attarine, 
both decorated with elaborate cedar carvings 
and ornate tile work.  

Day 04 - 06: Marrakech 
Marrakesh, a former imperial city in western 
Morocco, is a major economic center and home 
to mosques, palaces and gardens. The medina 
is a densely packed, walled medieval city 
dating to the Berber Empire, with mazelike 
alleys where thriving souks (marketplaces) sell 
traditional textiles, pottery and jewelry. A 
symbol of the city, and visible for miles, is the 
Moorish minaret of 12th-century Koutoubia 
Mosque. 

Day 07 - 08: High Atlas Mountains 
High Atlas, also called the Grand Atlas, is a 
mountain range in central Morocco, North 
Africa, the highest part of the Atlas Mountains. 
The High Atlas rises in the west at the Atlantic 
Ocean and stretches in an eastern direction to 
the Moroccan-Algerian border. 

Morocco's rugged High Atlas region, and the 
desert that lies just to its east, is home to the 
country's most raw and spectacular scenery.  

Villages snuggle into deep valleys or cling 
precariously to mountain slopes. Snow-capped 
peaks shimmer on the horizon, while below a 
carpet of lush green fields rolls out before you.  

Day 09: Depart Casablanca 
Departure transfer to onward destination.

Stays***** 
Casablanca  Four Seasons Hotel 
Fes   Palais Faraj 
Marrakech  The Oberoi 
High Atlas Mount. Kasbah du Toubkal 

Includes 
• 08 Nights as per the program. 
• Daily Breakfast, lunch and Dinners. 
• Entrance fees. 
• Tour Manager | Tour Director | Tour Guide. 
• All transfers, sightseeing and excursions. 
• Private vehicle with driver. 
• All taxes. 

Excludes 
• Tips. 
• Travel Insurance. 
• Visa (If any). 
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Morocco Signature 
Duration: 09 Nights | 10 Days 
Places: Casablanca | Fes | Erfoud | Merzouga | Skoura | Marrakech 
Highlights: Trek into the High Atlas Mountains for a homestay lunch. 
Journey into the dunes of Erg Chebbi on 4x4 and camel. Discover Fez, 
Casablanca and Marrakech, with private guide. Private transfers 
throughout.  

From: US $ 7490 pp 
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Day 01: Casablanca 
Casablanca is a port city and commercial hub 
in western Morocco, fronting the Atlantic 
Ocean. The city's French colonial legacy is 
seen in its downtown Mauresque architecture, 
a blend of Moorish style and European art 
deco. Standing partly over the water, the 
enormous Hassan II Mosque, completed in 
1993, has a 210m minaret topped with lasers 
directed toward Mecca. 

Day 02 - 03: Fes 
Fes is a northeastern Moroccan city often 
referred to as the country’s cultural capital. It’s 
primarily known for its Fes El Bali walled 
medina, with medieval Marinid architecture, 
vibrant souks and old-world atmosphere. The 
medina is home to religious schools such as 
the 14th-century Bou Inania and Al Attarine, 
both decorated with elaborate cedar carvings 
and ornate tile work.  

Day 04: Merzouga 
Merzouga is a small Moroccan town in the 
Sahara Desert, near the Algerian border. It’s 
known as a gateway to Erg Chebbi, a huge 
expanse of sand dunes north of town. West of 
Merzouga, Dayet Srji is a seasonal salt lake 
that’s often dry in summer. When full, it attracts 
a wide range of migratory and desert birds, 
including desert warblers, Egyptian nightjars 
and, occasionally, flamingos. 

Day 05 - 06: Skoura 
Skoura lies astride the route from Ouarzazate 
to the Sahara and is a town typical of those in 
the Dades Valley. The modern town offers little 
to detain the visitor, but the palm plantations 
are criss-crossed by paths that run by 
crumbling pisé walls up to kasbahs in equally 
ruinous condition.

The whole effect is quite beautiful and if you 
are going to break your journey anywhere in 
the Dades Valley, Skoura is as good a place as 
any. 

Day 07 - 09: Marrakech 
Marrakesh, a former imperial city in western 
Morocco, is a major economic center and home 
to mosques, palaces and gardens.  

The medina is a densely packed, walled 
medieval city dating to the Berber Empire, with 
the maze like alleys where thriving souks 
(marketplaces) sell traditional textiles, pottery 
and jewelry. A symbol of the city, and visible for 
miles, is the Moorish minaret of 12th-century 
Koutoubia Mosque. 

Day 10: Depart Casablanca 
Departure transfer to onward destination.

Stays***** 
Casablanca  Sofitel Casablanca 
Fes   Palais Faraj 
Merzouga  Chergui Sahara De Luxe 
Skoura  Ksar El Kabbaba 
Marrakech  Palais Namaskar

Includes 
• 09 Nights as per the program. 
• Daily Breakfast, Lunch and Dinners. 
• Tour Manager | Tour Director | Tour Guide. 
• All transfers, sightseeing and excursions. 
• Private vehicle with driver. 
• All taxes. 

Excludes 
• Tips. 
• Travel Insurance. 
• Visa (If any). 
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Morocco Exclusive 
Duration: 11 Nights | 12 Days 
Places: Casablanca | Fes | Erfoud | Merzouga | Skoura | Hight Atlas 
Mountains | Marrakech 
Highlights: Private guided city and heritage tours of key Moroccan cities. 
Expose your senses to the rugged beauty of the High Atlas Mountains. En 
route to Fes, stop at Meknes, known for its 40 km long walls. 

From: US $ 15,980 pp 
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Day 01: Casablanca 
Casablanca is a port city and commercial hub 
in western Morocco, fronting the Atlantic 
Ocean. The city's French colonial legacy is 
seen in its downtown Mauresque architecture, 
a blend of Moorish style and European art 
deco. Standing partly over the water, the 
enormous Hassan II Mosque, completed in 
1993, has a 210m minaret topped with lasers 
directed toward Mecca. 

Day 02 - 03: Fes 
Fes is a northeastern Moroccan city often 
referred to as the country’s cultural capital. It’s 
primarily known for its Fes El Bali walled 
medina, with medieval Marinid architecture, 
vibrant souks and old-world atmosphere. The 
medina is home to religious schools such as 
the 14th-century Bou Inania and Al Attarine, 
both decorated with elaborate cedar carvings 
and ornate tile work.  

Day 04: Merzouga 
Merzouga is a small Moroccan town in the 
Sahara Desert, near the Algerian border. It’s 
known as a gateway to Erg Chebbi, a huge 
expanse of sand dunes north of town. West of 
Merzouga, Dayet Srji is a seasonal salt lake 
that’s often dry in summer. When full, it attracts 
a wide range of migratory and desert birds, 
including desert warblers, Egyptian nightjars 
and, occasionally, flamingos. 

Day 05 - 06: Skoura 
Skoura lies astride the route from Ouarzazate 
to the Sahara and is a town typical of those in 
the Dades Valley. The modern town offers little 
to detain the visitor, but the palm plantations 
are criss-crossed by paths that run by 
crumbling pisé walls up to kasbahs in equally 
ruinous condition.

Day 07 - 08: High Atlas Mountains 
High Atlas, also called the Grand Atlas, is a 
mountain range in central Morocco, North 
Africa, the highest part of the Atlas Mountains. 
The High Atlas rises in the west at the Atlantic 
Ocean and stretches in an eastern direction to 
the Moroccan-Algerian border. 

Day 09 - 11: Marrakech 
Marrakesh, a former imperial city in western 
Morocco, is a major economic center and home 
to mosques, palaces and gardens. The medina 
is a densely packed, walled medieval city 
dating to the Berber Empire, with mazelike 
alleys where thriving souks (marketplaces) sell 
traditional textiles, pottery and jewelry. A 
symbol of the city, and visible for miles, is the 
Moorish minaret of 12th-century Koutoubia 
Mosque. 

Day 12: Depart Casablanca 
Departure transfer to onward destination.

Stays***** 
Casablanca  Four Seasons Hotel 
Fes   Riad Fes 
Merzouga  Desert Luxury Camp 
Skoura  Dar Ahlam 
High Atlas Mount. Kasbah Tamadot 
Marrakech  Royal Mansour 

Includes 
• 11 Nights as per the program. 
• Daily Breakfast, Lunch and Dinners. 
• Entrance fees. 
• Tour Manager | Tour Director | Tour Guide. 
• All transfers, sightseeing and excursions. 
• Private vehicle with driver. 
• All taxes. 

Excludes 
• Tips. 
• Travel Insurance. 
• Visa (If any). 
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Grand Moroccan Journey 
Duration: 14 Nights | 15 Days 
Places: Casablanca | Rabat | Tangier | Chefchaouen | Fes | Erfoud |  
Merzouga | Ouarzazate | Marrakech | Essaouira 
Highlights:  Horseback ride on the beaches of Essaouira. Head into the 
High Atlas Mountains with private guide. Step into scenes from Gladiator at 
the Tizi n'Tichka mountain pass. Journey into the dunes of Erg Chebbi on 
4x4 and camel.  

From: US $ 9350 pp 
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Day 01: Rabat 
Rabat, Morocco's capital, rests along the 
shores of the Bouregreg River and the Atlantic 
Ocean. It's known for landmarks that speak to 
its Islamic and French-colonial heritage, 
including the Kasbah of the Udayas. 

Day 02: Tangier 
Tangier, a Moroccan port on the Strait of 
Gibraltar, has been a strategic gateway 
between Africa and Europe since Phoenician 
times. Its whitewashed hillside medina is home 
to the Dar el Makhzen, a palace of the sultans 
that's now a museum of Moroccan artifacts.  

Day 03: Chefchaouen 
Chefchaouen, or Chaouen, is a city in the Rif 
Mountains of northwest Morocco. It’s known for 
the striking, blue-washed buildings of its old 
town. 

Day 04 - 05: Fes 
Fes is a northeastern Moroccan city often 
referred to as the country’s cultural capital. It’s 
primarily known for its Fes El Bali walled 
medina, with medieval Marinid architecture, 
vibrant souks and old-world atmosphere.  

Day 06: Merzouga 
Merzouga is a small Moroccan town in the 
Sahara Desert, near the Algerian border. It’s 
known as a gateway to Erg Chebbi, a huge 
expanse of sand dunes north of town. West of 
Merzouga, Dayet Srji is a seasonal salt lake 
that’s often dry in summer. 

Day 07 - 08: Ouarzazate 
Ouarzazate is a city south of Morocco’s High 
Atlas mountains, known as a gateway to the 
Sahara Desert. Its huge Taourirt Kasbah, home 
to a 19th-century palace, has views over the 
rugged local landscape, which features in 
several movies. 

Day 09 - 11: Marrakech 
Marrakesh, a former imperial city in western 
Morocco, is a major economic center and home 
to mosques, palaces and gardens.  

Day 14: Essaouira 
Essaouira is a port city and resort on Morocco’s 
Atlantic coast. Its medina (old town) is 
protected by 18th-century seafront ramparts 
called the Skala de la Kasbah, which were 
designed by European engineers. 

Day 14: Casablanca 
Casablanca is a port city and commercial hub 
in western Morocco, fronting the Atlantic 
Ocean. 

Day 15: Depart Casablanca 
Departure transfer to onward destination.

Stays***** 
Rabat   Sofitel Rabat 
Tangier  Hilton Tangier 
Chefchaouen  Riad Dar Echchaouen 
Fes   Palais Faraj 
Merzouga  Chergui Sahara Camp 
Ouarzazate  Berber Palace 
Marrakech  Fairmont Royal Palm 
Essaouira  Riad Dar L`Oussia  
Casablanca  Le Casablanca Hotel 

Includes 
• 14 Nights as per the program. 
• Daily Breakfast, Lunch and Dinners. 
• Entrance fees. 
• Tour Manager | Tour Director | Tour Guide. 
• All transfers, sightseeing and excursions. 
• Private vehicle with driver. 
• All taxes. 

Excludes 
• Tips. 
• Travel Insurance. 
• Visa (If any). 
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Spain & Morocco Highlights 
Duration: 11 Nights | 12 Days 
Places: Seville | Granada | Algeciras | Tangier | Fes | Marrakech | 
Casablanca 
Highlights: Enjoy a spectacular display of dance during a Flamenco show. 
Go for an authentic tapas experience with a local resident guide to show 
you the ropes. Embark on a private guided tour of the High Atlas 
Mountains. Spend an afternoon exploring the labyrinth of souks in Fes.  

From: US $ 8300 pp 
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Day 01 - 02: Seville 
Seville is the capital of southern Spain’s 
Andalusia region. It's famous for flamenco 
dancing, particularly in its Triana neighborhood. 
Major landmarks include the ornate Alcázar 
castle complex, built during the Moorish 
Almohad dynasty, and the 18th-century Plaza 
de Toros de la Maestranza bullring. The Gothic 
Seville Cathedral is the site of Christopher 
Columbus’s tomb and a minaret turned bell 
tower, the Giralda. 

Day 03 - 04: Granada 
Granada is a city in southern Spain’s Andalusia 
region, in the foothills of the Sierra Nevada 
mountains. It's known for grand examples of 
medieval architecture dating to the Moorish 
occupation, especially the Alhambra.  

This sprawling hilltop fortress complex 
encompasses royal palaces, serene patios, 
and reflecting pools from the Nasrid dynasty, as 
well as the fountains and orchards of the 
Generalife gardens. 

Day 05: Tangier 
Tangier, a Moroccan port on the Strait of 
Gibraltar, has been a strategic gateway 
between Africa and Europe since Phoenician 
times. Its whitewashed hillside medina is home 
to the Dar el Makhzen, a palace of the sultans 
that's now a museum of Moroccan artifacts.  

Day 06 - 08: Fes 
Fes is a northeastern Moroccan city often 
referred to as the country’s cultural capital. It’s 
primarily known for its Fes El Bali walled 
medina, with medieval Marinid architecture, 
vibrant souks and old-world atmosphere. The 
medina is home to religious schools such as 
the 14th-century Bou Inania and Al Attarine, 
both decorated with elaborate cedar carvings 
and ornate tile work. 

Day 09 - 11: Marrakech 
Marrakesh, a former imperial city in western 
Morocco, is a major economic center and home 
to mosques, palaces and gardens. The medina 
is a densely packed, walled medieval city 
dating to the Berber Empire, with mazelike 
alleys where thriving souks (marketplaces) sell 
traditional textiles, pottery and jewelry.  

A symbol of the city, and visible for miles, is the 
Moorish minaret of 12th-century Koutoubia 
Mosque.  

Day 12: Depart Casablanca 
Departure transfer to onward destination.

Stays***** 
Seville   Alfonso XIII 
Grenada  Parador De Granada 
Tangier  Hilton Tangier 
Fes   Palais Faraj 
Marrakech  Mandarin Oriental

Includes 
• 11 Nights as per the program. 
• Daily Breakfast, Lunch and Dinners. 
• Entrance fees. 
• Ferry - Algeciras - Tangier [35 mins] - 

Neptuno Class - Foot Passenger. 
• Tour Manager | Tour Director | Tour Guide. 
• All transfers, sightseeing and excursions. 
• Private vehicle with driver. 
• All taxes. 

Excludes 
• Tips. 
• Travel Insurance. 
• Visa (If any). 
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What is an imperial city? 
It’s a city declared, at a certain period, as the 
capital of Morocco. In Morocco, and as a result of 
several successive dynasties, there are four 
imperial cities that are rich in history and absolutely 
worth a visit: Rabat, Fez, Meknes and Marrakech. 

What is a medina? 
Medina, which means city in Arabic, refers to the 
old towns as part of several Moroccan cities. Often 
walled and characterized renowned by its 
intertwined alleyways, the medinas are home to 
traditions and culture, architecture and crafts. 
Those of Fez, Marrakech, Essaouira, Tetouan and 
Essaouira are the most famous ones. 

What is a Souk? 
Being a popular place of trade, the Souk means 
Market in Arabic. Taking place once or twice a 
week, it's the traditional supermarket of all 
Moroccans. You can go there find everything in a 
welcoming atmosphere ! In the urban environment, 
the souk usually nestles in the old medinas. 

What is a Kasbah? 
The Kasbah, which is built out of mud and straw, is 
a fortified building defined as several structures 
behind a defensive wall widely seen in the south of 
Morocco. Being home to lords, this fortified castle is 
an important heritage of Moroccan architecture and 
the village that depends on it. It’s also an inevitable 
component in the movie making industry. 

What is a Ksar? 
Widely present in North Africa and more specifically 
in Morocco, the Ksar refers to a walled fortified 
village. Gathering several Kasbahs, dwellings and 
common places, the ksar is the main dwelling in the 
eastern valleys. 

Frequently Asked 
Questions

What is a Riad? 
The Riad, which means garden in Arabic, is an old 
house typical of the great Moroccan families. 
Composed of several rooms overlooking a patio 
with a fountain and a picture perfect garden, the 
Riad is one the most wonderful craftsmanship and 
architectural work. 

What is a Jamaa? 
A Moroccan place of worship, the Jamaa means 
mosque in Arabic. It brings together all muslims to 
do their prayer "Salat". The Jamaa is also open for 
those who want to learn and recite the Koran. It 
usually includes a Koranic school. 

What is a Medersa? 
The Moroccan Medersa is an institution for teaching 
religion and learning the Koran. Formerly directed 
by a Waqf who is the dean, the Koranic Medersas 
bear witness to Morocco's rich history, the Merinids 
being the most famous. 

What is a Zaouïa? 
A purely religious building, the Zaouïa is the 
meeting place of the Sufi brotherhoods. It’s also a 
funerary monument where « Muslims saints » are 
buried. It also includes a mosque and rooms for 
meditation where spiritual rituels are practiced. 

What is a Moussem? 
In Morocco, the Moussem or festival refers to a 
cultural or religious event. during which all the 
inhabitants of the region are busy celebrating a 
specific theme : harvest , which is tribute to a saint 
or an ancient tradition of the region. The most 
famous are the Moussem of Cherries, the 
Moussem of Tantan or the Moussem of 
Engagement at Imilchil.
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What is Fantasia? 
The Fantasia or Tbourida's show is a traditional 
equestrian Moroccan show. All over the country, 
Fantasia shows are part of the activities of the 
Moussem. Women and men are active every day, 
training their horses and getting to know each other. 
Get ready for a performance of stunts while horse 
riding and unloading olf power-guns in a cloud of 
dust. 

What is a Hammam? 
Inherited from the Romans, the traditional 
Hammam plays an important part in Moroccans 
everyday life. The traditional hammam or public 
bath also represents a convivial space. The 
Hammam Ritual includes: steam bath similar to 
sauna, skin exfoliation and showering. 

What is Jnan? 
Jnan, which means Garden in Arabic, is a cultivated 
vegetation where local inhabitants come in droves 
to a relaxing stroll on the shady paths. These lush 
garden can either be inside or outside a structure, 
they’re often found in the palaces, Ksars or even 
the largest Riads. 

What language is spoken in Morocco? 
The official languages of Morocco are Arabic and 
Berber. You will also note French is often spoken as 
Morocco is a former colony of France.  

What currency is used in Morocco? 
The currency used throughout the country is the 
Moroccan dirham. Credit cards are widely accepted 
and ATMs are common, dispensing local currency.  

Do I need a visa and is a passport required to 
travel to Morocco? 
A visa is not required when travelling from Canada 
or the United States as a tourist for up to 90 days. A 
valid passport is mandatory. Your passport must be 
valid for at least 6 months beyond the date you 
expect to leave Morocco.

When is the best time to travel to Morocco? 
The best time to visit Morocco is either in the spring 
from March to May or in fall between September to 
October. Other months can also be pleasant if you 
prefer it very hot and sunny, or don’t mind the cold. 

Is there transportation within Morocco? 
There is a public transit system in Morocco that 
uses rail to link the main towns and buses for inner 
city trips. Small private and group tours will typically 
use large vans and sedans. Medium to large motor 
coaches are used for larger group holidays. 

Is Morocco a family friendly destination? 
Morocco is a great vacation for the family with 
plenty for all ages to enjoy. Take a hot-air balloon 
ride over Marrakech, explore the Ourika Valley, ride 
a camel in the Sahara Desert, explore the colourful 
medina in Fez, and so much more. This moderate 
Muslim North African country is for all travellers. 

How welcoming is Morocco to LGBTQ 
travellers? 
Morocco, is more accepting than other nations in 
Africa when it comes to affection between LGBTQ 
people. The city of Tangiers has been offering 
respite to LGBTQ visitors for over a century and 
Marrakech is moving in a similar direction. With that 
said, conservative attitudes still prevail, and 
homosexual acts remain illegal. It is expected that 
all visitors maintain an understanding of cultural 
sensitivity concerning this issue. Discretion is to be 
practised regardless of orientation at sites of 
antiquity, as well as during day to day touring.  

What vaccinations are required or suggested 
for travel to Morocco? 
There are no compulsory vaccinations required for 
Morocco, however, we recommend you consult with 
your local travel clinic for the most up to date 
recommendations, particularly in regards to malaria 
prophylactics.
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B A G G A G E R E G U L AT I O N S A N D S O M E 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
· Make sure you check the baggage allowance on 
your international / internal flights. 

· We recommend to travel light especially when 
there is internal flight involved in the program due to 
baggage weight limitation. 

· We suggest that you carry one set of clothes 
along with your daily utility items and other 
accessories in your hand baggage. This is just a 
precautionary measure in case your baggage is 
misplaced. 

· We advice that you travel as light as possible, 
since porterage is not included in your holiday price 
and carrying heavy luggage would be inconvenient. 
Take bags with wheels and sturdy handles, as they 
are more convenient and easy to pull. 

· Please note that airlines do not permit items like 
loose batteries, razor blades, nail cutter, scissors, 
knives, gels any form of liquid, cigarette lighter in 
your hand baggage. If required carry such items in 
your check –in bag. 

· Please ensure that you do not place any valuables 
in your check – in bag. Carry foreign currency /
travel documents / jewellery / insurance in your 
hand bag. 

COACH 
· Since travelling distances are comparatively long, 
we have carefully chosen air conditioned luxurious 
coaches for your convenience luxurious coaches 
for your convenience and comfort. It is very 
important to maintain a pleasant environment on 
board the coach and keep it clean. 

· Drinking, Smoking and eating is not allowed in the 
coach. 

MEALS 
· You have a choice of local and international 
cuisine meals. The menus, however are fixed in 
advance and a la carte is also possible upon 
request. 

Tips - On the
go

· Most lunches and dinner are unlimited buffets, but 
it is requested that you do not waste food. 

· If there is any early morning departure to the 
airport a box breakfast may be provided. 

· Some cities you may be served local meals. 

CLIMATE 
· The climate is as varied as its countries, but it is 
mostly temperate. 

· Frequent changes of weather make forecasting 
difficult. To be on the safe side, be sure to bring a 
sweater and an umbrella with you. 

HOTELS & ROOMS 
· Most hotels offer the facility of complimentary safe 
deposit lockers (few hotels charge a refundable 
deposit. we advice that you keep all your valuable 
like money, passport, tickets and jewellery in the 
locker, in case you are staying for more than one 
day at the hotel. 

· Please make sure that no damages are done to 
your hotel room during the stay, as the same would 
be charged to you directly by the hotel. 

· Hotel rooms may have facilities like mini bar, pay 
television channels, telephones, etc. please note 
that these facilities are not complimentary and will 
be charged as per actual usage. 

· Most of the hotels do not have a tea/ coffee kettle 
in the rooms. 

· Please note that we will try our best to provide you 
with adjacent rooms asked by you at the time of 
booking, but the same will be subject to availability 
at the time of check –in. It is also difficult to provide 
interconnecting rooms, however the tour manager 
and the hotel will try their best to ensure that you 
are provided with adjacent rooms wherever 
possible. 

· The standard check in time at hotels is after 14:00 
HRS and standard check –out time is 10:00 HRS.
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TIME MANAGEMENT 
· It's very important to be on time and punctual on 
your holiday, since your itinerary has been 
designed and planned to offer you the most on your 
holiday. 

· Every sightseeing trip where you get off has an 
allotted time, please make sure you remain with the 
group return at the allotted time. Any delay would 
actually deprive the entire group of their sightseeing 
time. 

ON ARRIVAL 
· ALL passengers will be met by our tour manager / 
local representative outside the arrival hall at the 
airport. 

· All joining direct passengers will have to reach the 
respective hotel/ airport, on their own and check in. 

CLOTHING 
· Carry 4/5 pairs of comfortable clothes like jeans/ 
trousers, shirts/t- shirts, pants and necessary 
undergarments. 

· Warm clothing like sweaters , jackets, woolen, 
thermals is essential. You must carry a cap, 
sunglasses, a folding umbrella, comfortable 
footwear preferably walking shoes. 

ESSENTIAL ITEMS TO BE CARRIED 
· Your passport, air tickets, original insurance policy, 
tour confirmation voucher & necessary foreign 
exchange for personal use. 

· Carry a photocopy of your passport including valid 
visas & keep them separately from the original. 

· Please do not forget to carry an additional pair of 
spectacles if you are using one, digital camera 
chips with higher GB, extra batteries, charges for 
digital camera and mobile. 

· Carry your mobile phone's charger if you are 
taking your cell phone with global roaming. Also 
carry multipurpose adapter as sockets are different. 

· Required medicines, with doctor's prescription.  

MONEY AND CURRENCY 
· EURO and USD are widely accepted in the 
country and can be exchanged to any major 
currency exchange counter. it is better to carry USD 
before you start your trip. 

TIPPING POLICY 
· Tipping is something that is expected of anyone 
providing you a service, e.g. coach driver local 
guides, etc. it is mandatory to tip a nominal amount 
of EUR 3 / USD 5/ GBP 2 per person per day. 

· Public toilet attendants need to be tipped 
nominally after use. 

ARRIVAL / DEPARTURE TRANSFERS 
· As other members of your group would be flying 
from different cities/towns/countries, you would be 
required to wait for some time so that they can join 
you at the arrival area as common airport pick- up 
facility is provided for the entire group. 

· Also in view of the common airport drop facility 
provided for your group, you would be required to 
travel to the airport along with other group members 
even though your flight time is later than other 
members of your group.
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